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METHODS IN PALEOCLIMATOLOGY WITH REFERENCE TO CANADA 

D.P. Kerr 

lNTRODUCTION 

Paleocllinatology is a study of anoient climates and the principal 
task of its adherents is to reconstruct olimatic oonditions of the past. All' 
of earth history except the most recent period is involved. In the last hund
red years, precise instrumental reoords of climate have been systematically 
kept and consequently man has been able to define climatic conditions with 
great accuracy. For the few thousand years prior to the instrumental period, 
fairly accurate estimations of climatic characteristics and fluctuation have 
been made by scientists from a study of archeological sites, historical docu
ments, tree rings, varves and other physical and cultural data. For the mill
ions of years before the dawn of modern man, the record is incomplete, the 
evidence fragmentary and the reconstruction exceedingly difficult. Neverthe
less, broad, yet significant1 generalizations about ancient climates can be 
made from evidence furnished by biological and geological phenomena. ' 

BIOLOGICAL PHENOfulliNA 

Based on the assumption that the nature and distribution of plants 
and animals on the earth's surface is greatly influenced by climate, deductions 
have been made by paleoclimatologists about former climates from an examina
tion of various fossils, In so far as biological evidence is offered as a 
measure of climatic conditions or as an index of climatic change, fossil 
plants are preferred to fossil animals. The latter, unless blocked by impass
able barriers such as oceans or mountains, migrate quite easily in the face of 
rapid climatic deterioration. Plants are more securely anchored than animals 
and must suffer extinction in response to injurious conditions unless the clima
tic revolution allows a generous time interval for travel or adaptation. 

The relationship of fossil plants to their climatic environment has 
been intensively studied by many scientists. Some climatologists who consider 
the determination of absolute values as the final goal of paleoclimatology 
have attempted to tr~slate biological evidence into degrees Fahrenheit or 
Oentigrade from which they have constructed impressive looking isotherm maps. 
That plants arc "thermometers of tho ages", however, is irreconcilable with 
botannical fact. Althougf admittedly, flowers" shrubs and trees have certain 
heat requirements, Seward asserts that a careful study of the anatomy of extinct 
plants reveals more about the relationship of plants to water and light than 
to temperature. Furthermore, other factors such as soil, site and wind, to 
name only three, exercise a profound influence on plant distribution. 

W'nen the fossils under scrutiny are extinct types and cannot be 
oonnected with living species, it, is impossible to estimate their climatic 
requirements. Oonsequently such species have a very limited climatic signifi
ocnoo, If their world distribution can be plotted, climatio inferonces may be 
drawn. Far example, if the tree or bush under study grew within a wide 
latitudinal range, say 30 to 70 degrees, considerable climatic homogeneity 
probably prevailed over that expanse. If another plant grew at latitude 40 
degrees in the sana period, its climatic rel~tionships if they are lmova, may be, 
with certain reservations, interchanged with those of the other species whose 
climatic requirements are unlmovm. 



In the study of paledclimatology, much im~tance has been attached 
to the discovery of P'lm, fig and fern fossils in high latitudes. For various 
reasons, such plants have been considered by many as being characteristic of 
areas with a tropical environment, such as the South Sea Islands. When they 
appear in fossil form embedded in the geological st~ta of Greenland or Alaska, 
astonishing statements about the former tropical climates of polar areas are 
made. In reality, at the present time, selected spec~es of the palm and fig 
gro'w' in many parts of the mid-latitudes. The cultivated fig ripens its fruit 
in Virginia and grows as high as 8000 feet in Peru; the palm thrives in the 
Sacramento Valley of Oalifornia and in southern France. Tropioal conditions 
did not have to be fulfilled for their former existence in " arctic Canada, but 
obviously conditions were more genial than they are to~ay. 

Fossilized tree-ferns and allied species have been uncovered in late 
Paleozoic beds of eastern United States and have been offered by some olimatolo
gists as irremissible proof of a tropical environment. The fact that closely 
related survivals of these fossil plants.Jrr'71:in Malaya and other equatorial 
areas at the present time gives substance to this view. In addition, these fossil 
forms lack any regular rings of growth and tropical affinities are strongly sug
gested. On the other hand, botanists point out that contemporary species in 
tropical areas are much less robust than their ancestors and that the absence of 
growth rings could infer a snampy but not necessarily a tropical environment. 
Subtropical conditions, similar to those in the coastal lagoons of the Oarolinas 
and Georgia,would satisfy the olimatic requirements. Some modern ferns grmv 
luxuriantly in areas like New Zealand Vlhere mid-latitude marine climates prevail. 

From the foregoing revien, it is obvious that there is no simple way 
of interpreting 'quantitatively the climatic significance of vegetation embed
ed in the rocks. Nevertheless, plants are a safe guide in obtaining relative 
data of climate through geological history. A paleoclimatologist can state 
with reasonable confidence from a study of ancient"plants that certain periods 
were warmer or cooler, wetter or drier than others. 

Animal remains in geological structures are in some instances use
ful indications of climatic conditions. 'For example, contemporary cold-blooded 
reptiles cannot tolerate long periods of extremely cold or extremely hot weather. 
Their ancest.,rs were limited in the same ... "lay. The discovery of reptile remains 
in polar areas suggests strongly warm conditions in a distant past. As Russe1l2 
states, however, caution must be exercised. From a superficial glance at 
mammoth bones discovered in Alaska, it might be inferred the animals lived in a 
tropical environment. From closer examination it is revealed that these beasts, 
although similar to their cousins such as the elephant in anatomical structur~ 
differed from t hem in being covered with a thick coat of wool which enabled them 
to live in a cold climate. 

GEOLOGICAL PHENOMENA 

Geological phenomena yield much evidence on climates of the past. 
Tectonic forces, oxpressed through diastrophism and vulcanism derive energy from 
within the earth and consequently havo no climatic significance. Various 
gradational agents however, such as rurming water, ice and vlind, are either 
climatic elements or are indirectly controlled by climate. They mould the 
surface features of the earth. If the origin of land forms is studied carefully 
(geomorphology), the climatologist can often reach important conclusions of 
climatic conditions in the pasto 



The fact thnt glaciers were at one time much more extensive than 
now is 'lIDmistalcably clear in uri area such as British Columbia. Ridge-lilte 
heaps of gravel and boulders mixed with clay and sand (end moraines) are 
similar to those fO'lIDd at the present margin of a typical mO'lIDtain glacior. 
Large numbers of smooth and faceted boulders (glacial erratics) lying in no 
organized manner through the valleys IT.ust have been transported by some 
powerful mechanism such as a glacier. Many o~~ples may be cited from Southern 
Ontario proving that it WD.S formerly overriden by great sheets of ice. One 
of the most important pieces of evidence concerning glaciation is locatod in 
the city of Toronto, in the Don Valley Briclcyard. A remarkable sequence of 
geological layers has been uncovefted; varved clay alternates with till and 
the whole unconsolidated mass rests on Ordovician shale, This formation has 
been intensively studied by many sciontists, the most important of whom was 
the late Professor Coleman of tho UnivoriBityof Toronto, a world authority 
on glaciation,3 

From the many stUdies which have been made on glaciation, certain 
conclusions may be drmvn. Large portions of the polar and mid-latitudes were 
covered by ice at various times during the last million years, a period which 
has been called the Pleistocene by geologists. In North America, the ico 
extended as far south as the Ohio and Missouri river valleys. 

Careful study has revealed the occurrence of widespread glaciation 
in earlier geo10gicnl periods, During the lQ.te Paleozoic (0 250 million yenrs 
ago) ice spread as fnr equatorvmrd o..s tropical India YiThere glacial materials 
of Permo-Garboniferous age havo boen authenticated. There is vague evidence 
for 2 other extensive glaciations, late olUgonldan and late Acadian, but ad
mittedly the record is very incomplete. Umbgrove4 suggests a periodicity of 
250 million years for major glaciations, vlith minor local glaciations inter
vening. 

Glacial c1i~atos are not typical in the history of the earth. 
Loss severe climntic conditions have prevailed throughout the long period 
of earth history. Glacial c1inates have been referred to as abnormal climates; 
the non-glacial as normal. We are at present experiencing either the close of 
a glacial epoch or nere1y an inter-glacial stage, 

Runn~.ng viater is an extremely important agent :in the moulding of 
land forms. Hills and nountains, if not disturbed by internal forces, liter
ally waste away in the face of str8o.m erosion. In humid areas where this action 0 

goes on continually, smoothly, rounded, subdued landscapes obtain (Appalachians). 
In dry areas , vater flows intermittently but violently and aharp angular shapes, 
steep alluvial fans and rocky desert floors result. If the fentures of old 
landscapes can be r oconstructed, then certain clll1atic conditions can be deter
nined. 

Apart fron studying the morphology of land forms, pa1eoclimatolo
gists probe beneath tho surface geology into geologic columns for evidence of 
past climatos. If ventifacts, rocks which have been polished by sandblast 
and which are found to-day only in desert or beach landscapes, arc uncovered 
in geological fOrBations, thon arid conditions may be inferred. Howeverl such 
deductions must be confined to late geologic time or that period when plants 
had evolved sufficiontly to constitute an important element in the environment. 
In early periods, ventifacts were probably widespread even in humid areas when 
the lack of plant cover made the wind 0. dominant factor in erosion. 



Coral reef structures are cow~on in certain geological formations. 
They usually consist of limestone which has been built by millions of wtite 
spongy minute shell-forming animals (polyphs). At the present time corals 
grow only in warm seas where the temperature never drops below 650~. Presum
ably ancient corals required similar conditions for development. They were 
widespread in the Devonian formation; in fact the rich oil deposits which are 
now being developed in Alberta are associated with such structures. Obviously 
the Prairies enjoyed a much more genial climate in the middle Paleozoic than 
they do now. 

Salt deposits found in geological beds often indicate arid climates. 
Of great significance is the discovery of ancient soil remnants. The chemical 
and physical properties of soil are largely determined by the climate under 
which they develop. Con~oqmeDtly -the discovery of ancient heavily oxidized 
soils in polar areas infers warmer and more humid conditions than prevail at 
present. 

CLIMATIC INFERENCES FROM PALEOGEOGRAPHY 

Geologists have made great contributions to the study of earth 
history and indirectly to an understanding of ancient climates by their excaL 
lent reconstructions in map form of past landscapes. Such maps (see maps in 
reference 7 or reference 9) show with a reasonable degree of accuracy relative 
elevations and tho distribution of land and sea in geological periods. They 
have been deduced from careful and intense analyses of the distribution of diffe
rent series of rocks and the relative times of formation. By applying 
meteorological principles to these palvogeographies, the climatologist can 
reach significant conclusions about climatic conditions. Briefly the references 
will be made to North America and as far as possible, specifically to Canada. 

Throughout most of the Paleozoic era the outline and relief of North 
America differed greatly from that of today_ Seven elements dominated the 
physiography of North America, three geosynclines, the Appalachian 1 the 
Cordillera and the Ouachita; three borderlands, Appalachia, Cascadia and 
Llanoria, and one great stable interior. From time to time in this long period 
of earth history, the sea flooded the geosynclines and part of the interior 
and vulcanism and orogeny affected tho borderlands. For the most part North 
America in the Paleozoic consisted of broad low islands surrounded by relatively 
warm soas. 

When large sections of the continent were suhmerged beneath the sea 
during the Paleozoic, temperatures were much higher than those of today. the 
summers of southern Canada were probably similar but towards the north they 'were 
considerably warmer than at present. 

Such thermal conditions can be deduced from land and sea distribution. 
Extremely cold air masses of winter form over large land areas where the air 
can stagnate witllin cold anticyclones and lose heat through terrestrial radiation. 
Undoubtedly since the land area of North .America was smaller and :interrupted 
by much open water, no intensely cold pools of air formed. Furthermore any 
cool air masses over the land would have been greatly modified with a trajectory 
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over the water. At least throughout part of the Paleozoic, corals formed in 
the seas throughout high latitudes and consequently water temperatures mu~t 
have been moderately high. In ~ddition warm ocean currents were in all proba
bility deflected into polar latitudes through the great gulfs and channels of 
Canada. 

Deductions concerning precipitation may also be made. Because of 
the subdued nature of land surfaces, orographic rainfall was of little signi
ficance. Mid-latitude cyclonic rain was probably of less importance than to
day because of the weakness of the temperature gradient between land and sea 
and the resultant weakness of the Polar Front. Instability showers probably 
contributed most of the precipitation. On the other hand, because of the lack 
of high mountains, no rain shadow deserts existed. 

A F~l CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF GEOLOGICAL CLDMTES IN CANADA 

During the Paleozoic, arid conditions may have occurrod from time 
to time in various parts of Oanada. Salt and gypsum accumulated during the 
late Silurian in eastern Oandda, during the upper Devonian in Manitoba, during 
the Mississippian in the I~ritime Provinces and throughout most of the Prairies in 
the Pormian. Those mine~als formed in salty vestiges of the extensive seas 
and indicate an emergence of tho land and a retreat of the sea. The true 
cl~~atia significance is difticult to determine. 

The coal measures of onstern Nova Scotia were laid dovm in the 
Pennsylvanian. Tne Paleozoic closed with the Appalachian Revolution which 
witnessed severe crustal deformation and widespread glaciation. 

Oontinento.l climntes must n.'We preV8iled throughout C"onado. in the 
!rriassic period of the Mesozoic ern. The sea was more restricted .. the land 
wider and higher th.'ll1. during a typical period in the Paleozoic. The Appalachions 
"were being worn away quickly but probably stood higher th.'ll1. the Rookies do 
today. Their influence on the climate must have been considerable. 

In the Jurassic the great Coast Range batholith of British Columbia 
was intrude.d and parts of the Columbia Mounta.ins in southeastern British 
Oolumbia were built. There are evidences of aridity in the western part of 
North America. Base-levelling nIl over the continent proceeded vigorously 
during the Oretaceous, when the last great transgression of the sea in North 
.America occurred. The climate was quite genial over all of Oanada. The 
Mesozoic closed with the great crustal unrest in western sections of Oanada 
and the ROcleY' Mountains were built. Local glaciation followed in the Western 
Mountains. 

In the ~ertiary no great invaisions of the sea into tho heart of 
the continent took place. Only minor trnnsgressionu along the coasts occurred. 
Dfust of the Tertiary deposits arc continental and fresh water types. Climates 
with modified continentnl characteristics would bo expected in the Tertiary 
period chiefly bocause of the restriction of the sea. However, great fresh 
water lakes formed from timo to time and modorated the climate. The botannical 
fossil record shoY,-s sub-tropical PADJlts growing in Arctic regions of Oanada 
during the Eocene. However all have been uncovered in shore locations and 
the interiors of the Arctic islands could have had cooler climates. Tertiary 
coal has been discovered in Arctic Canada. During the Eocene and Oligocene the 



Praries Provinces received enough rain to support a forest and a great host of 
forest dwelling m~als. In the Miocene and the Pliocene, the Plains and inter~ 
mountain aroas of Canada became dry. Tho great vertical displacement of 
land in the Pliocene set the stage for the Pleistocene glaciation. Most of 
Canada was covered with a great sheet of ico at least twice and probably four 
times during the last million years. 

In coruduilian,-- the evidence used in paleoclimatology is indirect. 
However from data supplied by biological and geological phenomena and by the 
application of meteorological principles to much of the data, reasonably 
accurate descriptions of past climates can be made. 

(1) Seward A.C. "Climate as Tested by FiIaSti~'Plants'~ Quat. Jrnl. 
Royal Meteor. Soc" Vol. 40, July, 1914. 

(2) Russell R.S. "Climatic Change Through the Ages", in Olimate and Man., 
U.S. Department of Agriculturo Year Book, Washington, 1941. P.72. 

(3) Ooleman A~P. The Pleistocene of the Toronto Region, Ontario Department 
of Mines, Vol. 41, Part 7, Toronto, 1932. 

(4) UmgrovG" J .H.F. The Pulse of the Earth, The Hagu~ 1942. 
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SOME NOTES ON POST-GLACIAL CLIMATIC CHANGE 

IN EASTERN CANADA 

F. Kenneth Hare 

ABSTRACT 

This puper reviews the several methods in use fbr the reconstruc
tion of past climates, and discusses the evidence so far obtained by each 
method in Eastern Canuda. It presents little new material. The methods dis
cussed ure (i) pollen analysis, (ii) tree-ring analysis, (iii) statistical 
analysis of climatological data. Some attempt is also made at general conclu
sions"as to post-glacial changes of climate east of Hudson Bay and the Great 
Lakes" 

INTRODUCTION 

Climatic change is so much a topic of the day that many 
meteorologists are beginning to wish they knew more about it. In the 1920ts 
and 1930 1s, when the present writer first became intereSDed in the weather, it 
was fashionable to deny the existence of the remarkable fluctuation then in 
progress. Meteorologists, full of confidence in the capacity of random dis
tribution to account for mild winter after mild winter, were very apt to . 
deny categorically that the obvious warming up had any lasting significance& 
Even as a boy the writer thought it was odd when ten consecutive English 
winters went by vdth temperatures above the so-called "normal". 

Today there is no more scepticism. The reality of the present 
fluctuation is well established, and debate concentrates on what caused the 
change, and how long it will last. The writer's purpose in this paper is to 
marshal the flimsy and inadequate evidence bearing on post-glacial changes of 
climate in eastern Canada, long a neglected land in this field. 

In such discussions, one must distinguish between climatic 
xnriations, which are long period changes of a persistent character, and 
climatic fluctuations, whose period can be reckoned in decades. There is no 
formal distinction between the two; not enough is known about climatic c~~ge 
to make a quantitative definition desirable, though such a definition has 
been attempted& 

E..Q.1.1EN JI.N l11YSIS AND ALLIED METHODS 

(1) THE POST-GLACIAL Tn-IE SCALE 

The reconstruction of past climates poses tiYO distinct pro-
blems, first, the establishPGnt of the climates themselves, and second, the dat
ing of the period from which the evidence is dravm. Since observational evi
dence takes us back only into the eighteenth century, it is plain that indirect 
methods have to be used. Of these methods, that of pollen spectrum analysis 
is the most valuable in ostiWlting the climates themselves; it has, however" 
to be supplemented by other methods to establish dating. Together these methods 
have enabled Europe~~ scholars to establish the main elements of post-glacial . 
cli~atic change in that continent, and to apply a confident time scale to thom. 



The raw material for such studies comes out of peat-bogs, 
raised beaches, old lake-beds and other sites where plant material may have 
accumulated. The useful material comprises (i) leaves, stems, flowers, etc., 
of such a nature that the species can be determined; and (ii) pollen grains. 

From the study of such sites, it has been possible to reconstruct 
the neture of the vegetation that surrounded them in former times. Moreover, 
by carefully working dovmwards through the deposits, one can reconstruct, 
not only the flora of the past, but also the sequonce of changes through 
which the flora has gone. Those changes can in turn be interpreted climati
cally, for in most cases the climatic tl.ffinities of the important species 
are approximately known. 

The acceptod post-glacial time scale for Europe was worked out 
late in the nineteenth century by Blytt and Sernander1, who used macroscopic 
plant materials from southern Scandinavia. Pollen spectrum analysis has 
since confirmed the sequence in most particulars. Table 1 sets out the scale 
as it is now usunlly employed: 

Table 1& Divisions of Late Glacial and Post-Glacial Time in Northern Europe 

~ Divisions 

A.D.1952 

Sub-Atlontic 

B.C .500 

Sub-Boreal 

B.C .3500 

Atlantic 

B.C .6200 

Boreg.l 

B.C .7900 

Late GIg,cig.l 

B.C.12000 

Characteristics 

COoler and moist. Oak forests 
continue retreat. Spread of wide
spread peat bogs in Atlantic coastal 
areas. 

Warm, though less so than in previous 
division. Possibly drier. Oak 
forests begin to retreat, pine to 
increase. Beach and hornbean spreading. 

Wsrtn and moist. Mixed oak forests. 
Clinate oceanic in character. 

rlarmer. Forests spread, chiefly pine 
at first, later with increasing oak. 
Apparently fairly dry, with continental 
characteristics. N.B. Initial stage 
sometimes separated as Pre-Bore~ 

Ice still covers much of Scandinavia. 
Tundra vegetation widespread. Cool 
in genero.l but with warm interval 
10000 to 9000 B.C, (Allered oscillation) 
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In the past 15000 years, therefore, the north European clDuate 
appears to have warmed up to a ffiaX:in.'W:l :in Atlruitic or early sub-Boreal times, 
and thereafter to have cooled off considerably. There was a correspond:ing 
northward spread of oak forest, adapted normally to a warm environment, 
followed by a partial retreat. The term climatic optimW)1 is usunlly applied 
to the phase of greatest vlO.rmth and mnximum spread of forests. 

The date scale in Table I is basad on the elaborate technique 
of varve analysis, developed in Sweden by Baron de Geer2. This system depends 
on the examination of the deposits of laminated clay found in the beds of former 
or present-day ice .. margin lakes. In such lakes, annual bnnds of sedir.lent are 
deposited .. called Ivarves' .. that can readily be identified and,counted. De 
Geer and his colle~ues have painstak:ingly extended the counting process to 
the entire extent of the past 15,000 years, during which the Scandinavian ice .. 
sheet retreated from the south shore of the modern Baltic to the high plateaus 
of central Scandinavia. Moreover, the peat-bogs and lake~deposits that 
yielded the fossil plants worked on by Blytt, Sernander and their succossors 
have been dated by correlation with the varve sequence. 

The teclmique of pollen analysis owes i1F !)rigins primarily to 
von Post, whc worked on the peat-bogs of Sweden. The typical peat-bog coni a1ns 
acid, oxygen-poor waters that greatly inhibit the normal bacterial decay of 
org1:ll1ic tissilo. Pollen grains, highly resistant oven in well-aerated environments, 
are virtually indestructible Vvhen pickled in peat. The trees nnd shrubs surround
ing each bog deposit an annual r.o.mn of pollen that slowly accumulates in the 
bog. A v~rtical core through tho bog therefore supplies a record of the 
changing composition of the vegetation that may well cover thousnnds of years, 
The pollen can readily be identified as to species when separated out from 
other material by powerful reagents such as the caustic hydroxides.] 

Pollen"81lalys~ts norDally present their results in the form of spec
trum-diagrams onabling one to seG at a glance the relativo abundance of pine, 
hazel, oak, spruce, etc. They also construct maps showing the rango of signi
ficant species at critical dates, 

In goneral, pollen analysis has confirmed tho sequence established 
by Blytt and Sernandor. It has 1 however , greatly rofined and enlarged our 
knowledge of the composition of the forests of the past. Oorrespondingly, 
it has sr~rpened and extended our conception of the sequ8nce of climates. 

Hithin the past two or throe years attempts have been made to date 
peat and other plant remains by means of the new radioactive Oarbon-14 tech
nique. Results so far (largely unpublished) seem to confirm estimates of age 
based on varve nnalysis fairly closolyJ more is made of this point below. 

(2) APPLICATIONS IN CP~lillA JillD U.S.A. 

Most of the above methods have beon more recently applied to 
North America. Because of the vast areas to be covered, however, we'are much 
less sure of the changes that have occurred in post-glacial climates. 
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Varve gnalysis has bden applied to North America by E. Antevs, 
who has introduced considerable refinements of de Geerts original methods. The 
work has enabled Antevs to trace the retreat of the last glacier from its 
terminal moraines on Long Island to the vicinity of Jones Bay. Unfortma.tely 
the series is brokon near the international bomdary, and the two components 
can only be linked by dubious estimates based on the speed of recession of 
Niagara Falls. Moreover, only a guess can be made (.Antevs suggests 9,000 years) 
for the time taken frorJ the James BC'.y stage to the present day. Absolute dat
ing of peat and lake doposits is hence a thing of tho'future, though Oarbon-14 
dating is now being attempted, and is discussed below. 

Po11en Analysis. Tho most significant studios bearing on eastern 
Canada are those of Deevey, who has shovm that a close parallel exists between ' 
the sequence of climates in New England and those accepted in northwest Europe. 
Deeveyts work depends primarily upon sections from ~e-beds in Connecticut 
and northern Maine.4 Significant studies have, however, been carried out actually 
on Oanadian soil. In 1930 Vaino Auer investigated peat-bogs in eastern Candda, 
including the Marit~1es5· mfortmately his sections soom according to Deevey, 
to have been incomploto.6 A little later Bowman investigated a bog on the 
Matame:k River, near Seven Island, Que., vdth interesting results,7 Still more 
recently a Scar:dinavian pollen-analyst, e.G. Wenner, has publishod an elaborate 
investigation into the bogs of Labrador, and has attempted to correlate the 
climatic Eloquence he finds with the European time scale.8 Finally Flint and 
Deevey have published within the past year (1951) a cross-correlation between 
Europe and eastern North Anoricn in which the time-scale is rendered quantitative 
by the use of C,-'.rbon-14 dating. In the sarno papor, Oarbon-14 dating is also applied 
to a few significant aroas in northern Europe.9 

If one looks at these r 8sults as a whole, one is struck by the 
remarkable parallelism between European and American climatic changes. The 
parallel is closo enougn for one to bo able to usc the European torminology, 
as is shovm in Table II. 

Table II. Sequence of Late-Glacial and Post Glccial Olimates in Eastern North 
America, after Deevey. Wenner, Bowman and others 

Europe 

Divisions 

New England 
(Deevey) 

Sub -A tlan tic 

Sub .. Boreal 

Charg.cteristics 

Oooler, moist. Some retreat of spruco
fir forest in Labrador. Hemlock again 
significant in Now England, vvith beech 
and chestnut. Several brief dry phoses. 

Warm, drier. Marked cooling at end of 
period. Oak continues dominant in New 
England; henuock declinos~ hickories 
spread. 



Atlantic 

Boreal 

Pre-Boreal 

Late Glacial 

B 

A 

L3 
12 
11 
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"Olimatic optimum", 4000-1000 B.O.; 
v/arm, moist, becoming drier. Oak
hemlock forests in NevI EnGland. 
Spruce-fir forest at greatest extent in 
Labrador; hemlock reaches Seven Islands 
area. 

Pine forests covor New England, spruce
fir attains Labrador peninsula. 
Climate 'if arm and apparently fairly dry. 

Spread nortmfard of birch and alder, 
then of spruce and fir. Alder reaches 
Labrador. 

Grass .. sedge tundra in NeV{ K1g1and, with 
middle period (12) of birch-woods~ 
presumablycorrospondiug to Allerod 
oscillatj~n of Table 1. Proven only in 
Mnine. 

The correlations presented in Tabla II follow the latvst vier!s of 
Flint ond Deevey, CU1d differ slightly from We11l1er's. A continuous sequonce of 
events con be postulated as follovl}'s:-

(1) About 11,000 years ago the retreating Laurentide glacier suddenly 
re .. o.dvanced (the Mankato sub .. st~e) towards a landscape that vvas tundra (July 
morul temperature about 450 

- 500
) in Maine ruld spruce-fir forest (probably 

with July temperature about 500 - 550) in Wisconsin. It overrode and destroyed 
a forest near Two Creeks, Wis., that has boen precisely dated at 11,400 years 
ago (about 9,450 B.C.). Similar Carbon-14 dating of the Allerod warm spell in 
Europe gives an age of about 10,800 years (8850 B.C.). Here, too, there was 
then an abrupt readvance of the ice and a resu~ption of tundra vegetation to 
the south of it. According to Flint and Deevey (op.cit. p. 266) these figures 
show thnt de Geerts varve chronology (usod in Table I above) is about 2,000 
years ~ than the correct figure at this stage. 

(2) The IVlankato readvance vms short-lived, and glacial retreat was 
soon resumed and accelerated. Olimate apparently warm.ed up fairly regularly, 
and the forest zones marched northwards with the amelioration. Birch-alder 
thickets were in the van, followed by spruce-fir forests akin to the Boreal 
forest of today; thon came pine forests (without any real equivalent today) 
lj/hich in turn v{ero followed by deciduous forests dominated by oak associJ.ted 
with the mesothermal conifer, hemlock. The pine forests spreo.d from West Vir
ginia about 7000 B.C. reaching Connecticut and Minnesota about 6000 B.C, and 
tbdne in 4000 B.C, (FIL~t and Deevey, op.cit., p. 258); hore again Oarbon-14 
dating has been used. 
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(3) Between about 4000 and 1000 B.O., the II climatic optimwn II. 
was attained. Tundra was banished to northern Ungava, and the spruce-fir 
forests of Labrador were at their gl"~k:.t0St areal extent. Hemlock and maple 
had reached Seven Islancs., and NevI England rms covered by rich deciduous 
forests dominated by the oak. The present author has estimated that July 
temperatures in southern Quebec were about 40 F. higher than they are today. 

(4) The climatic optimwn was at first hwnid, as the vigour of 
the hemlock shows. Later, however, as Atlantic passed to sub-Boreal in 
Europe, a marked drying out seems to have occurred. In N eYl England the hem
lock yielded to the hickories. In the St. 1m/rence Valley various "l!terothermic" 
species (i,e., those at home in warm, dry conditions) of trees and herbs entered 
the flora from the southwest.10 

(5) In most recent times -wi thir the past milleniwn - the . 
climate seems to have become suddenly much coolor and wetter; as in Europe. 
Hemlock and even spruce reappeared in New England and the St. 1mTrence Valley, 
though hemlock's northern treeline is now more than 200 miles south of its maxi
mal advance. The period - the sub-Atlantic of European pollen analysts -
also saw the spread of beech and chostnut in Now England. In Labrador-Ungava 
there was some retreat of the spruce-fir forest and an expansion of the tundra. 

The method of pollen analysis can thus be soen to imply a se
quence of post-glacial changes in climate closely akin to those of Europe. 
The most recent change of clliaate - the present-day fluctuation - is so recent 
as to have made ~.it tIe impact on the vegetation t s composition. To examine it" 
one must turn to the remaining methods of study, tree-ring analysis and the 
statistical methods of climatology, 

TREE-RING l~NALYSIS 

Tree-ring analysis is 8. well-established botanical technique 
that has just passed its first half-century of usofulness. It was first de
veloped by A.E. Douglass, for long the leader of the vlell-known Arizona school 
of "dendrochronology", as the technique is sometimes grandiloquently called. 
The most comprehensive study of the practical problems presented by the method 
is that of Waldo S. Glockll , and an excellent review of its climatological po
tentialities has been given by Zeuner,12 

The ordinary trees of the broadleaved and coniferous forests 
add a distinct ring of woody tissue to their boles each year. Since tho 
texture of this nevI wood varies with tho season of its formation, one can 
easily identify the individual annual rings. Th8 width of these rings dimin
ishes with the years as the troos grm-l older, but the width - i.e. 1 the extent 
of radial growth - is also much influenced by tho weather of the groViing season; 
if the latter is, for example, very cold and dry, the ring is usually very thin, 
or may be entirely suppressed. A Ymrm, moist year generally produces 0. wide 
ring of very ~o cells. A set of cores taken by borer from trees in a 
vicinity t~ ,erefore enables one to do t-vvo things:-
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(a) one can date the rings by counting back from the present 
day, or from somo clearly identifiable episode in the tree's 
history; and 

(h) ono can infer somothing about the year-to-year variations 
in weather, and also about any secular climatic change that 
may have affected the ar(~a. 

In Worth America, tree-ring analysis has been used more to 
establish the chronology of the past 1500 years than for climatological pur
poses. Douglass and his collaborators in Arizona, for uxample, have used logs 
employed in Indian hogans and other material (chiefly tho yellow' pine, ~ 
ponderosa) to date former Indian sitos in the semi-arid southwest. Much work 
has also beon carried out on the C~lifornian Sequoia gigantea, by means of whose 
rings an approximate record of SVInmor moisture availability has been carried 
back 3,000 years. But very little Ylork has been undertaken in the sub-Arctic 
and in Canada as a whole, for most of our trees havG much shorter lives, and 
offer less remarkable awards. 

It is well-knovm that radial-growth in the coniferous trees of 
the sub-Arctic is primarily determined by summer t enperatures. Thus Hustich,13 
Erlandsson,14 Giddings15 and others havo shoYlu that spocios o.s diverse as Scotch 
Pine (Pinus silvestris), European spruce (Picon Abies) and VV1:n. te Spruce (~ 
glauca) are very largely governed :in radial groHth by July noan tenporature, at 
least near the Arctic tree line& Precipitation seems to be a negligible factor 
in these latitudes, as is the temperature earlier and later in the growing 
season. Accordingly the growth rings of such trees are useful indicators of 
mid-summer temperatures. As one passes southwards through the forest, no doubt 
the thermally effective season lengthens to include other months. 

This principle .has been used inmstern Canada by an American 
ecologist, J.W. Marr, who worked near the coastal and Arctic treelines of 
northern Quebec in 1939. The results remained unpublished until 1948, but are 
now well SUbstantiated. Marr found enough mature trees near Great V'lhale 
River, Que., and Richmond Gulf, Que., to take his chronology back over 200 
years.16 He concludes that su~er temperatures have variod very little during 
that period: 

Annual radial groYII'th has been so uniform at Gulf Hazard during 
the past 230 years that only 41 growth rings are sufficiently 
bel~v average width ~ permit visual detection of the deviation 
•••• At Great Whale River only 27 detectably narrOH and only 11 
conspicuously narrow layers have beon formed in 160 years---.. 
The fact that every tree studied had formed a complete layer each 
year of its lifo proves that aonditionshave remained consistently 
well above the absolute minimum for trees.17 

S-I;ill nore recently, Hustich himself has worked on the growth 
rings in the same area, though his results are less easy to interpret in 
climatological terms. In substance, the tree-r:ing record seems to show that 
the deterioration of summer climate already established for the sub-Atlantic 
phase by pollen analysis had been arrested in Labrador-Ungava by tho eighteenth 
century. 
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~NALYSIS QL,QLIMATOLOGICAL DATA FROM PAST CENTURY 

The third and final method with which this paper deals can be 
dismissed fa-irly briefly on several counts. Since climatological records are 
numerous only from the post century, statistical analysis of such data can be mode 
to apply only to the latest phose of the present climatic fluctuation. This applies 
with special force to Canada, from which detailed climatic records of any length 
are ve~y sparse. Moreover tho statistical method is the one most familiar to 
reeders of this particular series, since the usual vehicle for publication 
of such results is one or other of the meteorological journals. 

Tho analysis of stution records has one striking advantage over 
the biological methods so far described. The latter bear primarily on the climate 
of the growing senson; their bGuring on winter conditions is obscure, and pro
bably negligiblo. Tho analysis of climatological data has shown that winter 
has been much more strongly affocted than has summer by tho present fluctuations, 
and the biological methods can give only a limited impression of the changes 
involved. 

The most significant Vlork of this type on the climates of eastern 
Canada is that of H.C. vrillett. 18 He analysed tho temperature records published 
in successive volumes of World Weather Records. and drew world maps of the changes 
at 20-yoar int~rvals. In oastorn Canada ho dopended on Moose Fnctory-Moosonee 
and St. John's, Nfld., a choice that strikes the present author as unfortunate, 
for neither is ideal as a climatological station. Willett's rosults confirm 
and render quantitativo what is gonerally assumed about tho present fluctuation 
of temperature: 

(i) The prosent fluctuation dates from about 1885. No sig~ 
nificant trond is detectable before that date. 

(ii) Tho rise in genoral world temperature since 1885 has 
amounted to 1.00 F. for the year as a whole, and to 
2.20 F. for the ninter alone. 

(iii) The rise of temperature has beon most striking in tho 
northornnostAtlantic districts, especially round Green
land and Spitzbergen. 

At this point, however, Willett departs from proven fact and 
embarks upon speculation, though it is speculation of an eminently reasonable 
and penetrating kind. His suggostions aro so significant that they will be 
quoted verbatim: 

Tho indications are that this rise of temperature in the Arc- , 
tic is almost circumpolar in extent, but the data, particul
arly over northeostern North America, are not sufficient to 
provo this as Q fact. In the absence of data in this region, 
it vms decided to represent in the analysis a brook in the 
circumpolar temporaturo rise in the Hudson Bay area. Tho an
alysis ~":!as made in this manner because in other respects this 
temperature chcnge pattern rosembles very closely the tempor
ature anomaly pattern which characterised the past vlinter, 
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and which is highly typica.l of a stronger than normal polar 
anticyclone in western Canada, and a strong development'of 
the sub-tropical high :in the western Atlantic •••• Under these 
conditions cold outbreaks occur from north central Canada 
:into the western United States, and southeastward from HUdson 
Bay to Labrador, while the eastern \kdted States remains abnormally 
warm under the influence of tho Bermuda high. 19 

In other words, Willett attempts to reconstruct the probablo history of recent 
years over eastern Canada by deduction from observed circulation patterns. 
He concludes that these districts have not shared :in the recent upsurge of 
winter temperatures, an opinion which will raise many Canadian eyebrows. His 
Figure 5 shows a d.ecrease of 10 F. for the 20-year winter temperature change 
centred on 1930 over a broad trough from Southampton Island across Labrador
Ungava to Newfoundland. The ava.ilable data from Moose Factory and St. John's, 
Nfld., p.ppear to support this int~rpretation. 

The present writer recently attempted to lessen the size of the 
observational gap to which Dr. Willett refers by analysing the records of two 
old established climatological stations directly in the line of Willett's belt 
of no amelioration. These are Soutmvest Point, Anticosti Island, Que., an 
exposed coastal station III the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and Belle Isle, the rocky, 
bleak island that stands at the Atlnntic mouth of the Strait of Belle Isle. 
He used the method of 10 year sliding menns spaced at pentade intervals. Both 
July and January records were examined. Results can be sUL1T:mrised as follows:-

(a) At both stations mean July and mean January tempera
tures have increased over the period 1885-1945; 

(b) Both stations, and also Moose Factory - Moosonee and 
St. John's, display a rise to a rn.aximum between 1895 
and 1905 (January) and 1900 and 1910 (July), a sharp 
decrease to a mininum about 1920, and a subsequent 
gonoral rise to the end of the period. At Moose Fact .. 
ory - Moosonee, hcwever, neither seo,son had recovered 
to its 1900 - 1905 level. 

(c) Tho curves are remarkably ' parallel to those for the 
SaLle months from most north European and Icelandic 
stations. The cold period ending about 1920 appears 
to have been experienced very widely round the Atlantic 
basin. Moreover the other changes appear to have beon 
nearly, though not entirely, in phase around that basin. 

(d) Since 1920, the rise of vJintor tenperature ~t both 
Belle Isle and Southwest J?oint has been' remarable, 
amounting to almost 40 F. in both cases. 



The author feels that these results cast real doubt on the 
validity of Willettts inferences. They also illustrate the dangers of accept
ing the result of statistical analysis of too thing a network of clinatologicaL 
stations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

'l\{O conlusions stand out in the author t s nind as he writes 
these last words. The first is tho lonentable backrmrdncss of our ovm country 
in this class of work. If we set our own results alongside t 'lose of the 
Scandinavions, who live in a region striki.'rJ.gly similar to :::uro in recent his
tory, our cheeks must burn and our curiosity strengthen. Is it possible that 
our ovm peat-bogs, lake-floors and forests can yield a similar record, properly 
examined? It seems very likely, and it is to be hoped that an increasing 
volume of research will be undertaken in these fields. The second conclusion 
is that meteorologists are strikingly ineffective in this fascinating field. 
Only one meteorological climatologist has been mentionod by name above. TillS 
is all the more significant when one realises that the ultimate explanation of 
these changos is dynamical: it has to do with the Dochnnics of the general 
circulation of the atr1Osphere. Yet among modern meteorologists only ~ br~ .. 
men like Brooks, Willett ond Lysgnard - have anything effective to say about 
climatic change. The donkey-work has been done by botanists und glacial geolo
gists. It will perhaps SUB up tho writer's disquiet if he quotes from Faogri: 

Absolute values have long boon considered the finnl object of 
palaeoclimatology. I think live should today try to look fur
ther afield: Hhat we need is not 0. series of individual figures 
of local significance, but the circulation patterns of former 
periods. To establish them is the primary object of palaeo
climatological research.20 
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